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ABSTRACT
Re ent studies of J.H. Song et al. [1℄ have been

on entrated on mitigation measures against

hydrogen risk. The authors have proposed installation of quen hing meshes between

om-

partments or around the essential equipment in order to

Pre-

liminary tests were
metali

ontain hydrogen ames.

ondu ted whi h demonstrated the possibility of ame extin tion using

meshes of spe i

size.

Considerable amount of numeri al and theoreti al work on ame quen hing phenomenon
has been performed in the se ond half of the last

entury and several te hniques and models

have been proposed to predi t the quen hing phenomenon of the laminar ame system (see
for example [2℄ and referen es therein). Most of these models appre iated the importan e of
heat loss to the surroundings as a primary
transfer by

ondu tion to the

ause of extinguishment, in parti ular, the heat

ontaining wall.

The supporting simulations predi t ame-

quen hing stru ture either between parallel plates (quen hing distan e) or inside a tube of
a

ertain diameter (quen hing diameter).

In the present study the ame quen hing is investigated assuming the laminar hydrogen
ame propagating towards a quen hing mesh using two-dimensional

onguration and the

earlier developed models. It is shown that due to a heat loss to a metali

grid the ame

an

be quen hed numeri ally.

1 Introdu tion
During

ertain postulated a

rea tor

ontainments or, more generally, into industrial units where hydrogen risk analysis

has to be taken into a

ount.

idents, hydrogen may be released or generated into nu lear
Depending on the lo al

on entration and/or the presen e

and a tivation of mitigation measures or devi es, hydrogen may burn following dierent
modes (diusion ames, lo al or global deagration, a

elerated ames, detonation), or

may not burn at all. It is therefore very important to predi t the intera tion of

ombustion

front with the mitigation measures or devi es. The mitigation measures/devi es taken under
onsideration in order to

ounter the hydrogen risk in lude Passive Auto ataliti Re ombiner

(PAR), sprays, igniters, et .
The installation of a quen hing mesh between the

ompartments or the en losure of the

equipment by a quen hing mesh has been suggested as a measure to prevent the ame
propagation among

ompartments and/or to maintain equipment survivability [1℄.

Considerable amount of numeri al and theoreti al work on ame quen hing phenomenon
has been performed in the se ond half of the last

entury and several te hniques and models

have been proposed to predi t the quen hing phenomenon of the laminar ame system (see
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for example [2℄ and referen es therein). Most of these models appre iated the importan e of
heat loss to the surroundings as a primary
transfer by

ondu tion to the

ause of extinguishment, in parti ular, the heat

ontaining wall.

The supporting simulations predi t ame-

quen hing stru ture either between parallel plates (quen hing distan e) or inside a tube of
a

ertain diameter (quen hing diameter).

The quen hing distan e for hydrogen-air stoi hiometri

mixture often

ited in the literature

is about 0.6 mm [3℄. However it has been established that an explosion may be transmitted
through the gap between two plane surfa es even when the gap is less than the quen hing
distan e. Fortunately, there is a lower limit to the size of gap through whi h an explosion
may be transmitted, whi h depends on the geometry of the gap and on the nature of the
inammable mixture.

Experimental values of this lower limit, or

riti al gap size,

alled

Maximum Experimental Safe Gap (MESG) are available in literature on industrial safety
[4℄, and they are generally less than a quen hing distan es. For example, for hydrogen, the
value of MESG is only about 0.3 mm.
An experiment to determine the quen hing distan e for hydrogen gas under the severe a ident

onditions of nu lear power plants was performed [5℄, where the ee t of the steam

addition and initial pressure on the quen hing distan e were also experimentally investigated.
It showed that a quen hing distan e of 0.3 mm for hydrogen gas, whi h

oinsides with the

value of MESG des ribed above, was suitable for an appli ation in nu lear power plants.
The purpose of the present study is to model hydrogen-air

ombustion front quen hing

assuming the laminar hydrogen ame propagating towards a quen hing mesh using twodimensional

onguration and the earlier developed models.

2 Problem Des ription
In this study we shall model in two-dimensions a laminar ame quen hing by a metalli mesh
of size 0.3 mm (this value is taken for wire diameter as well as the inter-wire distan e) using
the CAST3M

ode [6℄. The following assumptions on initial and boundary

onditions are

made throughout this study:

•

stoi hiometri

•

initial values for temperature and pressure are

•

metalli

300

hydrogen-air mixture;

wire temperature is

T0 = 300

K,

P0 = 1

atm;

onstant in time and equal to the ambient temperature,

K.

The last statement appears to be restri tive at rst glan e.
penetration time

Let us estimate a thermal
1.5 × 10−4 m. Taking for the

orresponding to the wire radius, i.e. r =
F o = λ△t/(ρCp r 2 ) = 1 it follows that

Fourier number the value

ms. During

0.1

ms

mm, and velo ity s ale of 1.5
1
of wire diameter.
15
onsider a laminar ame, initially parallel to the plane of the mesh and moving towards

(this time s ale

orresponds to the length s ale of

m/s), the penetration distan e is only about
We

△t ≈ 6

0.02

r = 0.15

mm, whi h is

it. In two-dimensional geometry the mesh is represented by a series of

D = 0.3 mm, and we

an exploit the symmetry of the problem

ir les of diameter

onsidering for

purposes only the part of the domain bounded by red solid line (see Fig. 1)
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Figure 1: Sket h of the problem. The metali

ylinders are represented by blue ir les.

3 Physi al modelling
In this se tion we des ribe the governing equations for rea tive uid ow and the
kineti s whi h allows to model ame quen hing.

ombustion

Single-step Arrhenius rate is used and

radiation loss is negle ted throughout the analysis.

3.1

Governing Equations.

The ow of a rea tive Newtonian multi- omponent uid of
Navier-Stokes equations whi h express the
mass), the mass

onservation for spe ies

N

spe ies is governed by the

onservation of total mass (without sour e of

k (k = 1, ..., N − 1),

onservation of momentum and

energy [7℄,

∂ρ
∂t
∂ρYk
∂t
∂ρ~u
∂t
∂ρetot
∂t

~ · (ρ~u) = 0
+ ∇


~ · ρ(~u + V~k )Yk = ω̇k
+ ∇

(3)

~ · (ρ~uhtot ) = ∇
~ · (τ · ~u − ~q) + ρ~g · ~u − ω̇T
+ ∇

(4)

the spe ies density

Yk =

(2)

~ · (ρ~u ⊗ ~u + P I) = ∇
~ · τ + ρ~g
+ ∇

Hereafter we shall negle t the

1, ..., N ),

(1)

ontributions due to gravity.

ρk

and the mixture density

Vk,iYk = −Dk
Dk

(5)

~k
V

of spe ies

k

∂Yk
∂xi

being the diusion

(6)
oe ient of spe ies

hypothesis, the vis ous shear stress tensor



Y k , (k =

are related by:

ρk
ρ

and Fi k's law is used for the diusion velo ity

with

ρ

The mass fra tions

2 ~
∂ui ∂uj
+
− δij ∇
· ~u
τij = µ
∂xj
∂xi
3

τ

k

into the mixture.

Following Stokes'

is given by:



(7)
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and the energy ux is

N
X
∂Yk
∂T
hk Dk
−ρ
qi = −λ
∂xi
∂xi
k=1

(8)

This ux in ludes a heat diusion term expressed by Fourier's law and a se ond term asso iated with the diusion of spe ies with dierent enthalpies. Soret (mole ular spe ies diusion
due to temperature gradients) and Dufour (heat ux due to spe ies mass fra tion gradient)
ee ts are negle ted here.

htot , spe
enthalpy for the spe ies k (k = 1, ..., N ), hk :
Z T
Z T
1
′
etot =
hk =
cv dT + ~u · ~u,
cpk dT ′.
2
0
0

The standard notations are used for the spe i

etot ,

and spe i

internal

htot = etot +

P
,
ρ

The sour e term due to

ω̇T =

N
X

i

total enthalpy,

total energy,

(9)

ombustion in the energy equation is

△hf,k ω̇k

(10)

k=1

△hf,k being the mass formation enthalpy of spe ies k
T = 0 K. The data for △hf,k and the polynomial expressions
with

at the referen e temperature
of the spe i

as fun tions of temperature are taken from [8℄ and [9℄, respe tively.
onsider here a mixture of

Wk

X Yk
1
=
W
Wk

where

cv ,

the heat

cpk Yk ,

cv =

k=1

In our

(11)

k=1

the mixture, and

cp =

perfe t gases; the total pressure is

being the molar weight of spe ies

N
X

apa ities

N

Ru
P = ρ T,
W
with

N

heat

For simpli ity, we

k . cp ,

the heat

apa ity of the mixture at

N
X

apa ity at

onstant pressure of

onstant volume are dened as

cvk Yk

(12)

k=1

ode we use the semi-empiri al formula for diusion oe ient of the multi- omponent

mixture of Wilke [10℄

µ=

N
X
k=1

Xk µ k
PN

j=1 Xj φij

,

with

This formula is for a mixture of

N

1 + (µi/µj )1/2 (Wj /Wi )1/4
φij =
(8 + 8Wi /Wj )1/2


gases, where

Wi

2

(13)

are the mole ular weights and

molar fra tions. A similar formula is re ommended by Wilke for the thermal
of a mixture of

N

gases ex ept that

µk

are repla ed by

λk .

The values of

Xi

are the

ondu tivity

µ k , λk

λ

and their

temperature dependen es are taken from [11℄.

3.2

Combustion model

The

ombustion model provides the rea tion rates

ω̇i

for the premixed gas

hemi al rea tion.

The rates appear in the sour e terms of the energy (4) and the spe ies transport equations

4

(2). The rea tion rates used in this paper are all relying on the global rea tion me hanism

2H2 + O2 −→ 2H2 O

(14)

The rates of produ tion and destru tion of the dierent spe ies

ω̇j (j = H2 , O2 , H2 O )

are

given by:

ω̇H2 = −2WH2 ω̇
ω̇O2 = −WO2 ω̇
ω̇H2 O = 2WH2 O ω̇

(15)
(16)
(17)

The rea tion rate used in our



ω̇ = Cf
where

ρH2
WH2



Cf = 3.3 × 108

ρO2
WO2



ase is the laminar Arrhenius rate

exp(−Ta /T )

3
m /mol/s and

Ta

(18)

is the a tivation temperature,

Ta = 104

K. This

hoi e of parameters would give an experimental value of fundamental ame velo ity for
stoi hiometri

hydrogen-air mixture,

SL = 2.09

m/s.

Quen hing Criterion.
The states of ame propagation are

losely related to the ame temperature. As the tem-

perature of the ame front de reases to a
due to the weak

ertain value, ames do not propagate forward

ombustion rea tion. This value is

the earlier studies [2℄, [13℄ it has been the

ommon pra ti e to take for the value or range

of values of this quen hing temperature the ones
while in [14℄ the quen hing temperature

Tq = Tadiab. −
where

Tadiab.

Tq

alled quen hing temperature [12℄. In

lose to the maximum ame temperature,

is dened as

2
Tadiab.
.
Ta

is the adiabati

(19)
temperature. Under the

onditions

onsidered here,

Tq = 1817

K.
In this study

ω̇

was set equal to zero for temperatures less than the temperature

Tq = 1800K,

i.e.

ω̇quench = ω̇H(T − Tq ),
with

H

(20)

being the Heaviside fun tion.

4 Numeri al modelling
The Navier-Stokes equations (1)-(4) are dis retised using Finite Volume approa h with
Sho k-Sho k approximate Riemann solver for

onve tive terms and diamond method for

diusive terms [15℄.
The sket h of dis retised domain is presented on the Fig.

2, where D is the mesh wire

diameter taken here to be 0.3 mm. The area painted in red is the ignition region where we
assign AIBC (Adiabati

Pred = 1

IsoBari

omplete Combustion)

onditions, i.e.

atm. Lower and upper boundaries are non-slip and adiabati

we assume

onstant temperature and zero uid velo ity.
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Tred = 2387.7 K and
while at the

ylinder

D

D/2

2D

D

2D

Figure 2: Sket h of dis retised domain.
On the Fig. 3 we present numeri al grids used for
grid is made of

10354

1134

triagular

els. The averaged

omputing a ame quen hing: the

ells, the medium grid - of

ell size of ea h grid

4548

oarse

ells, and the ne grid - of

omputed as

1134 elem., dx=0.02 mm

4548 elem., dx=0.014 mm

10354 elem., dx=0.0092 mm
Figure 3: Numeri al grids made of 1134 elements (top), 4548 elements (middle), and 10354 elements (bottom).

dx =
is

0.02

r

mm,

Vtot
Nelem

0.014

(21)
mm and

laminar ame width

δL ,

0.0092

mm, respe tively. This means that on the ne mesh the

estimated as

δL = DH2 /SL

ells.
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is represented by at least 4 numeri al

We apply an expli it s heme in time with a time step

△t = CF L × min



dx
|~u| + c



,

with

c=

r

γp
ρ

omputed as

and

CF L < 1.

(22)

5 Numeri al Results
We have performed the numeri al simulations using three grids presented above for grid
sensitivity study.
The

1)

omputed ame propagation and quen hing pro ess

an be separated into three phases:

ame initiation and initial propagation during whi h the ame advan es roughly one

diameter from the ignition region;
stagnation at a xed position
heat loss to the

2)

ame propagation towards a

lose to the

old

ylinder. We stop the

ylinder;

3)

ame

omputation when the

ylinder has higher value than the heat generated due to

ombustion.

During the rst phase the temperature prole in horisontal dire tion, having initially a
step-fun tion distribution, will be smoothed due to the vis ous terms of the Navier-Stokes
equations.

We have applied the Eq.

18, i.e.

Arrhenius expression without the Heaviside

fun tion, for this step in order to fa ilitate the smoothing ee t.
The

onse utive ame behaviour in terms of temperature distribution at the phases 2) and

3), are shown on the Figs. 4-6. We

an see that initially, the ee t of

propagation is very low. With in reasing heat loss at its

old

surfa e de reases. The de rease in temperature inevitably weakens the
near the

ylinder on ame

old surfa e, temperature near the
ombustion rea tion

ylinder, while the higher temperature region is still formed at the upper boundary.

Relatively high numeri al vis osity ae ts the ame propagation (see Fig. 4) - it is quen hed
before depassing the

ylinder lo ation at the upper boundary. The temperature distributions

omputed using medium and ne mesh (Figs.
stagnation the ame in both

5-6) have similar stru tures, i.e.

ases overtakes the

before

ylinder lo ation at the upper part of the

domain.
When approa hing the

ylinder, i.e. during the stagnation phase the energy generated by the

ame during a time unit should have the same order of magnitude as the energy lost to the
old

ylinder. We shall

onrm this statement using the numeri al solution

orresponding

to the three meshes presented above.

(Qgenerated −Qlost )
×100%. during ame propagation
Qgenerated
−4
s, the rate of heat
and stagnation phases is presented. During initial times, t < 1.0 × 10
On the Fig. 7 the power balan e in terms of

loss is small, i.e. the power balan e is

lose to

100

%. When the ame approa hes the

old

ylinder the heat loss per se ond in reases until it be omes bigger than the rate of heat
generation.
The presented power balan e evolutions are not only the results of

ontributions of dierent

terms of the Navier-Stokes equations, but also of the numeri al vis osity whi h is present due
to approximation of these terms. It is generally a

epted that the magnitude of the numeri al

vis osity diminishes with grid renement. Thus we
the medium and the ne meshes are
balan e evolutions

an hope that the solutions obtained on

loser to the physi al solution. Interestingly, the power

orresponding to these grids show os illatory behaviour for

with an approximate period of

14 µs.

The power balan e evolution

t > 0.17

ms,

orresponding to the

oarse mesh os illates with higher frequen y; we attribute this behaviour to the inuen e of
relatively ex essive numeri al vis osity.
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t=45 µs

t=85 µs

t=125 µs

t=165 µs

t=205 µs

Figure 4: Temperature ontours evolutions due to ame propagation. Red olor orresponds to burnt gases
(2387K < T < 2520K), blue olor - to fresh gases (300K < T < 312K). Coarse mesh.

t=45 µs

t=85 µs

t=125 µs

t=165 µs

t=205 µs

Figure 5: Temperature ontours evolutions due to ame propagation. Red olor orresponds to burnt gases
(2387K < T < 2520K), blue olor - to fresh gases (300K < T < 312K). Medium mesh.
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t=45 µs

t=85 µs

t=125 µs

t=165 µs

t=205 µs

Figure 6: Temperature ontours evolutions due to ame propagation. Red olor orresponds to burnt gases
(2387K < T < 2520K), blue olor - to fresh gases (300K < T < 312K). Fine mesh.

Evolution of Power balance
Coarse mesh
Medium mesh
Fine mesh

100

Power balance

80

60

40

20

0

-20
0.0001

0.00015

0.0002

0.00025

Time (s)
Figure 7: Variation of the power balan e with time,
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(Qgenerated −Qlost )
Qgenerated

× 100%.

6 Con lusions and Dis ussions
In view of the results just presented, the following

1)

on lusion may be drawn.

The solution of the two-dimensional equations modeling a laminar ame propagating

towards the quen hing mesh, provides an interesting insight into the ame quen hing me hanism due to the heat loss to the low temperature mesh.

2)

For

omparisons between the various quen hing studies, quen hing Pe let number is

usually used, whi h is dened as [2℄

Pe =
where

SL Dquench
,
α

SL , Dquench

and

(23)

α

are

ombustion velo ity of laminar ame, quen hing diameter and

thermal diusivity, respe tively. For
vary from

25.4 to 60 (for referen

old hannels and tubes the values of the Pe let number

es please see [12℄). For metali

meshes under the

des ribed in this arti le the value of the Pe klet number is about

25

onditions

whi h is in a good

agreement with earlier results.

3)

Physi ally, there is another reason for

(apart from the low temperature

essation of

hemi al rea tion near the

old wall

ut-o of the kineti s), namely the re ombination of the

a tive radi als during diusion through the relatively

ool region near wall.

The authors

ould not nd any referen es with measurements related to the latter reason, apart from some
studies in [3℄ where some
has been performed.

lassi ation of surfa e materials with respe t to

hain breaking

On the modelling side, if one wanted to simulate the ee t of wall

apture of hot radi als, one

ould add an appropriate sink terms to the spe ies equations.

Obviously, to do this, it would be ne essary to

onsider multi-step rea tion me hanism.

4) As a future work we would like to suggest the experimental, theoreti
studies of the turbulent ame quen hing phenomenon. From the
it will be interesting to

al and

omputational

omputational point of view,

hara terize not only a thermal ee t, by whi h heat losses to the

quen hing mesh ae t the turbulent ame stru ture, but also a geometri al ee t whi h
limits the spatial extent of the ame brush and ae ts the ame-brush size in the vi inity of
the mesh.
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